Local4Action
HUB BILBAO
Cities of Values
METHODOLOGY

June 2021
Non-presential work of the cities participating in the Local4action HUB BILBAO, through the reflection, completion and sending of forms created specifically for the theme proposed for each Forum. If the global health context and/or convenience suggests it, the Forums could be held in person.

Reflection, experience sharing and consensus decision-making in the online synchronous sessions of the Forums.

There will be an online platform/site where all participants can access all relevant information, and where documents and results will be shared throughout the process.
Roadmap

The Local4Action HUB BILBAO Cities of Values will take place between June 2021 and March 2023, with six key moments:

0. LAUNCH
   Presentation of the Hub
   28 June 2021

1. FORUM 1.
   What we are going to do
   October 2021

2. FORUM 2.
   The values we can agree on
   February 2022

3. FORUM 3.
   What each city has done
   June 2022

4. FORUM 4.
   What we can do
   November 2022

5. CLOSING
   Presentation of key findings
   March 2023
Forum 1.
What we are going to do

What is a City of Values?
Why a City of Values?
What for a City of Values?
How a City of Values?

Case of Bibao - City of Values

Forum 2.
Values we can agree on

What is a Charter of Values?
Why a Charter of Values?
How to make a Charter of Values?

Case of Bibao - Charter of Values
Forum 3.
What each city has done

What has the local council or local government done for the development of shared values?
What have other social entities done for the development of shared values in our city?

Presentations by cities and local governments

Forum 4.
What we can do

What is an Agenda of Values?
Why an Agenda of Values?
How to make an Agenda of Values?

Case of Bibao - Agenda of Values
Each forum...
will be developed through a
3-step process

**Pre**

**Pre-forum worksheets**
Prior to each forum, participant cities will receive a pre-forum worksheet that will need to be submitted in advance of the Forum.

**F**

**Forum**
During the forum, the topics introduced in the pre-forum worksheets will be worked out collaboratively with other participant cities.

**Post**

**Post-forum feedback**
After the forum, the Academic Secretariat of the organising city, Bilbao, will share the different outputs of the forums with all the participant cities.
What are you waiting to join us?

Local4Action HUB BILBAO
Cities of Values

Launching on 28 June, 2021

Contact us:
cities@citieslab.com
local4actionhubs@uclg.org